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PROCESS, OPEN JUSTICE, FAIRNESS: THE ADVERSARIAL SYSTEM OF CIVIL LITIGATION/CASE MGMT 

AUTHORITIES: CPA 2005 (NSW), UCPR 2005 (NSW); Various court practice notes (specific supplements for lists); court rules e.g. Supreme Court Rules 1970, 

District Court Rules 1973, LC Rules 2009; Ashby v Cth [2012];  

PROCESS IN THE ABSTRACT: FUNCTION/SUBSTANTIVE AND PROCEDURAL 

➢ FLEXIBILITY of Civil procedure is essential: IN YPOL LTD V KOSTOV [2017]: Courts can dispense with rules in particular cases by order if satisfied it is 

appropriate to do so in circumstances: S 14 of the CPA 

➢ Social function to enforce rights, establish the truth of a matter, remedy compensation, provide due process through notice, openness without bias and the 

right to be heard. Instil legitimacy, perception of justice/procedural fairness, complement clarity of societal experience and understanding of substantive law. 

Central yardsticks include transparency (consider effects of ADR, plea bargaining, closed courts). Hazel Genn Judging Civil Justice (2008 Hamlyn Lectures) 

➢ Query distribution of power: UCPR address resource imbalances, inequities in bureaucracy and the interactions and relationships in procedure. Who has 

power? Who has responsibility? How are these allocated? At what part of the process do these change? (ultimately critical to perception of fairness) 

➢ Public vs private (Access vs protect vulnerable) Maintain knowledge of law e.g. Austlii. Just law is known law. Money transfers, ADR, non-court processes 

such as settlement, query justice. 

➢ Substantive vs procedural: Substantive law (e.g. bodies of law; criminal, tort) is applied at land where act was committed. Procedural law (aka adjectival law) 

is law governed by court to a permuted individualistic degree by way of superior court’s inherent power (lower court limited implied power) to regulate and 

prevent abuse of process, CPA and UCPR. Shapes steps in substantive law but not actual substance or outcome of it. Inherent power in courts (see, Ashby v 

Cth; “Courts have unlimited power over own processes for purposes of justice…avoid improper motive and prevent any process that would bring the 

administration of justice into disrepute among right thinking people”  “Rules directed to governing…the mode of court proceedings” McKain v RW Miller  

o Purpose of procedural law: Provide common framework to facilitate optimal DR, provide access to justice/procedural fairness/due process for 

litigants, minimise costs, time and undue delay, promote legitimacy/reduce extra-judicial vigilantism. 

o State Hierarchy in brief: (LCA/Tenancy Tribunal/ADT  DC/Dust Diseases Tribunal/WCC  SC/Industrial Court/LEC NSW  NSW COA  

HC) LC (small claims of 10K division, general division up to 100K, jurisdictional limit of 60K in personal injury or death claims – conducts 

criminal summary and indictable committal hearings) DC (Civil cap at 750K, unlimited personal injury/MVA/work injury) SC (unlimited J 

insofar as not heard in federal courts/unlimited civil, serious indictable criminal). – extensive procedural rules are in court rules. 

▪ Adversarial vs inquisitorial: In Adversarial, parties test evidence (truth-seeking element as well) through oral argument/reliance on 

orality and testimony/examination rather than judges as fact finders (interpretivist critique/difficult to oversee). Adversarial has a jury 

as a tribunal of fact to find verdict while judge is tribunal of law. Emphasis on common law precedent as a system of piecemeal 

continuity absent in civil law inquisitorial. Judges are impartial umpires, not preconditioned by their own assembly of evidence but 

arguably still conditioned by their values, perception of the world etc inasmuch as the law enables consideration of such. Parties have 

control of dispute from front to end , defining issues and the dispute, but all parties checked by each other and judicial officer. Distinct 

pre-trial and trial stages. Open justice to enable transparency and ensure parties accept outcome. Open justice is not always applicable; 

exceptions, see Rinehart v Rinehart [21] – [31] (e.g. suppression order under s 37AG of the FCA or s 71 CPA (used in Re: HIH 

Insurance Ltd) to close court requires threshold that the order be “necessary to prevent prejudice [and secure the proper] administration 

of justice.” E.g protect trade secrets, policy reasons (R v Kwok) Excludes mere public interest.  

➢ Suppression order (s 7 of Court Suppression and non-publication orders Act 2010, account for “a primary objective of the administration of justice is to 

safeguard the public interest in open justice” in s 6, grounds in s 8(1)) )Non-publication orders included e.g. SC Practice Note Cl 9 empowers removal of 

judgments from the internet. Grounds include s protecting personal safety, avoidance of undue distress etc.  

o Grounds must be as narrow as possible, applicable to specific information and not the period applicable.  

➢ May also include pseudonym orders to suppress real identities and safeguard vulnerable categories of people e.g. youth testimony.  

➢ Fairfax Publications v District Court of NSW: There is no inherent power of the courts to exclude the public as a matter of law (open justice is an essential 

quality of justice) Open justice means judgments are accessible online, media can report, documents and evidence are public, reasons for decision 

o Open justice ensures anyone can publish a fair and accurate report of court proceedings: Hogan v Hinch prevents arbitrary power, reassures 

public.  

o Adversarialism vs inquisitorialism debate encapsulated in ALRC Report no.89 (Managing Justice 2000): Acknowledged that the legal system is 

embedded in political structures of a different colour. However, notes major flaw: Without judicial control, the adversarial process is likely to 

encourage an adversarial culture and to degenerate into an environment in which litigation is seen as a battlefield where no rules apply. Lord 

Woolf’s primary solution was active case management. Adversarial systems are seen, perjoratively, as conflict, not cooperation/consent models.  

o Adversarial system delegates evidence collection to the Police, independent of the judicial system, focussing instead on testing evidence. 

➢ No general right (enshrined/protected to afford remedy) to a fair trial (rather, a principle of fairness ‘engrained’ (Toohey J)  a ‘line in the sand’; Dietrich v R 

– characterised as a “overriding requirement” Courts can act to prevent unfairness generally but also draw on inherent power if it falls within the scope of 

Ashby; Jago v District Court of NSW)  

CASE MANAGEMENT –  “COMPLIANCE WITH PROCEDURE IS NOT EMPTY FORMALITY. IT AFFECTS PEOPLE”  

➢ S 56 conflicts; there is no perfect decision due to finite resources. Superior courts have inherent jurisdiction to regulate processes to prevent 

abuse of process.  

➢ Formal systems of processing justice (As enshrined by CPA and case management guiding principles) Informal spirit of s 56.  

➢ Case management derives from the US aka “Managerial Judging” (1982 Harvard Law Review by Judith Resnick) referring to Judges who employ 

“hands-on supervision of cases from the outset, using various procedural tools to speed the process of dispute resolution and encourage settlement.” 

– may interfere with parties needs/calculated to align case to Judge’s personal vision of progression, not speed up settlement. Balance/not onerous. 
o Required by civil proceedings under CPA s 57, UCPR parts 2-3. Case management encompasses the pre-trial stage necessitating 

evidence selection, preparation of experts and witnesses for discovery etc. Case management specifically refers to the process in which 

parties meet by way of pre-trial conference with a court official (depending on case complexity, list judge or registrar) to attempt to reach 

procedural consensus e.g. timelines, evidence. Main tensions arise when justice conflicts with case management objectives e.g. what 

aspects are prioritised in s 56, justice? Quickness? Cost? Answer: See, QLD v JL Holdings (1997); “Justice is the paramount 

consideration”, i.e. case management does not prevail over justice, in QLD, allowing amended defence pleadings as a matter of justice 

was more important than denying the amendment on the grounds of case management, creating an unjust outcome in the final decision. 

Cost minimisation and efficiency are bounded by the dictates of justice.  
o SC Rules 75.3B confers power to registrars to assist case management in civil proceedings, 60.1A does same for Assoc Judges 

➢ Since UCPR and CPA s 56, case management is of paramount importance; see, Dennis v ABC and AON Risk Services Aus Ltd v ANU (2009); 

“Largely left to the parties to prepare for trial and seek the court’s assistance as required. Those times are long gone.” Case management and court 

assistance is a pre-req to trial, pushes parties to manage and ideally, narrow issues and facilitate settlement (98% of civil proceedings end with 

settlement, not court). This reduces delays, avoids issues with witnesses, minimises backlog and costs as well as the use of costs as a tactical 

weapon for well-resourced parties, promotes access to justice generally with transparency. However, frontloads costs which disadvantages parties 

only able to pay incrementally over the procedural period  deterrent of socio-economically marginalised.  

➢ CPA s 56(1) Overriding purpose of CPA is to facilitate the just, quick and cheap resolution of the real issues in proceedings. S 56(2) provides 
“courts must seek to give effect to the overriding purpose when; exercising power given to it by CPA, by rules of itself, or by interpretations of 



either/both.: S 56(3) provides that “Parties to a civil proceeding are under a duty to assist the court and participate…comply with directions of 

court” s 56 (4)(a) provides that solicitors/barristers are also obliged to follow s 56(3). S 56(4)(b) provides that anyone with a relevant interest is also 

obliged to follow s 56(3). S 56(5) deals with breach of s 56 – empowers courts to direct costs as necessary.  
➢ S 56 is echoed in court practice notes e.g, DC practice note (civil) no. 1 states that case management in the general list “court aims to have cases 

completed within 12 mths of commencement” and “Plaintiffs must not commence proceedings until they are prepared to proceed, meaning ‘prep for 

trial must be well advanced’” – there are multiple lists for DC e.g. commercial, construction, defamation. More than 10 for SC, more than 5 for 

civil/CL division altogether.  

➢ CPA s 57; objectives of case management elaborated from s 56 e.g. s 57(1)(a) “Just determination of proceedings”, (1)(b) “efficient disposal of 

business” (1)(c) “efficient use of available judicial/administrative resources”, (1)(d) “timely disposal at an affordable cost” – gives further primacy 

to s 56.  

➢ CPA s 58 deals with justice. Court is to follow dictates of justice. Must do so at any point making order, direction, adjournment, anything 
procedural. 

➢ CPA s 59 deals with quickness. Court should have regard for the time elapsed in proceedings.  

➢ CPA s 60 deals with costs proportionality. Court should have regard to proportionality between costs and the importance and complexity of the 

case; see, Zanella v Madden (posters for 20 year lost man) and Expense Reduction Analysts v Armstrong; deals generally with failure to comply 

with s 56 because Armstrong fails to return accidentally sent documents from ERA, under s 56, should simply have returned documents when asked 

if they were mistakenly obtained. Instead, appealed to HC. Consequences under CPA s 61 – courts empowered to give orders/directions for speedy 

determination (1), direct specific steps/timelines, dismiss proceedings (3)(a), strike out or limit claim (3)(b), strike out any defence filed and give 

judgement (3)(c), direct costs under (3)(f) or under (3)(g) make such other orders or give such other directions as it considers appropriate”  - also 
echoed in UCPR rules 2.1 for courts to make orders to give effect to s 56 (Sackville AJA in McGuirk v UNSW; “unfettered power…striking” – 

wide power to give directions in any proceedings.. Powers over filing pleadings (2.3), etc. among many other court procedural powers.  

➢ AON Risk Services v ANU (2009); Reiterated case management is not an end in itself/justice for litigants is the central aim of courts. JL Holdings 

may have been too hyperfocussed on one party (s 56 applies in context of all litigants in the case or otherwise, not just the party seeking an 

amendment of pleadings as granting that may delay process for the other party – noted by Waller J in another case). In AON [98], held: just 

resolution paramount, understood in light of speed, efficiency, minimisation of delay and expense. Justice exists in this context, perhaps even as an 

outcome of quick + cheap.  

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION; COSTS AND ETHICS 

AUTHORITIES: Seven Network v News Ltd [2007] (lots of bloody submissions and evidence made costs disproportionate to case complexity-overcomplicated- courts can make orders 

to limit evidence); Higgins v Higgins (court refers family parties to mediation to avoid inflamed final hearing, encourages proactive participation with reasonable belief in success at 

mediation); Waterhouse v Perkins; (courts invoke CPA s 27 to force mediation at good faith); Westpac Banking Corporation v The Bell Group Ltd (Australia’s longest running case: 

litigation has immense costs: 3614 paragraph judgment; Ghosh v Ninemsn Pty Ltd (high costs of defending against defamation make it an instrument of the wealthy, inaccessible)  

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ADR: ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES 

➢ ADR requires interviewing, drafting and advocacy skills + capacity to give advice and interpersonal capacity.  

➢ ADR involves generally low-cost and shortened processes of dispute resolution outside of the traditional court system and litigation processes. ADR can be 

facilitative (generally, mediation, where DR practitioner assists in narrowing issues and finding common ground on a procedural assistance level) Advisory 

(e.g. Conciliation; DR practitioner considers, appraises positions, interests and casts value-judgements but cannot bind outcomes) and Determinative (e.g. 

Arbitration; third party takes active role in formally evaluating evidence and submissions to determine a binding outcome). Costs and formality increase 

sfrom Med to Arb  Hybrid modes such as Med-Arb represent one process where a third party takes on different roles at different times e.g. med-arb: 

Mediation to Arbitration in one process. Additional methods like mini-trials, ATSI circle sentencing, private judging also operate. ADR is growing on online 

mediums too e.g. NSW Online Court (initial processing) & Ebay resolution centre.  

➢ ADR may include negotiation (without a third party by counsel): position, rights or interest based, ref. orange peel vs orange flesh example; rights based 

creates zero sum gain landscape, unproductive moral binaries and divisiveness, hyperfocus on entitlements. Interest based negotiation asks why certain 

positions, to generate outcomes, promote settlement (grow, not split pie), communicate interests, good faith/confidence, transparency, without prejudice 

o Benefits: Cost and time/delay minimisation (Idoport Pty Ltd v NAB: to fulfil s 56CPA, judges might encourage settlement); built into 

contracts/systems because courts are more willing to defer to ADR e.g, WCC settlement conferencing to ensure narrowed issues for litigation if it 

proceeds (aiding lawyers); flexibility of application, provides confidentiality of evidence in proceedings; can preserve relationships + reputations, 

suits culturally sensitive parties (children, families, ATSI, ESL) due to informality, ease of understanding and $ access to justice; protect party 

relationships to avoid adversarial examination; gives clients direct and active role to build legitimacy;  

o Cons; Broadly, it’s advantages only exist if ADR is effective in creating settlement; Closes justice/lack of court oversight; failure to resolve at 

ADR may inflame litigation or further increase uncertainty, power/experience imbalance, unsuitable for sexual assault cases, ADR as a delaying 

strategy; No court protection, lack of enforceability, disclosing information, can be strategically used to put off a court date, ADR can limit 

important civil justice development test cases and limit precedent development. Owen Fiss “Officials possess power conferred by public law, not 

private agreement…job is not to maximise private party ends or secure the peace” (1984)  

➢ 2014 Australian Business Review article “ADR services in rapid growth” by Katherine Towers: ADR outstrips expected GDP growth of embattled legal 

services industry – Industry analyst IBISWORLD reports continuing decline of litigation and ADR growth in family, commercial, workplace disputes 

COSTS GENERALLY AND SECURITY FOR COSTS 

➢ Hamilton J Containment of Costs (extrajudicially): Courts can cap costs under UCPR r 42.4. Three types of costs: Generally, “Costs follow the event” (loser 

pays winner’s costs), costs on an ordinary basis (loser pays costs of reasonable work performed for winner, assessed by court), costs on an indemnity basis 

(punitive for improper acts, loser pays all costs, reasonable or otherwise of winner; UCPR 42.5) 

➢ Courts powers as to costs are unfettered under s 98 CPA: s 9 (1)(a) gives courts discretion to issue costs. (1)(b) empowers courts with full power to determine 

by whom, to whom and full extent of costs – can be ordinary or indemnity under (1)(c). Parties cannot recover costs unless pursuant to court order; s 9 (2). 

All echoed in part 42, division 1 of the UCPR. As for costs orders against non-parties, courts only issue if justified in exceptional circumstances e.g. nominal 

parties; Knight v FP Special Assets Ltd.  The main test  

CPA s 26 (all the following sections are replicated in court practice notes) – 

Usually once activated – parties produce position statements in anticipation 

Courts can refer proceedings to mediation at any time (generally where 

reasonable prospects of success under s 26, enlivening the other sections 

CPA s 25 Mediation is defined 

CPA s 27 Parties have a duty to participate in mediation in good faith (Waterhouse v 

Perkins) – if not, breach of s 56 has consequences at s 61 directions 

CPA s 30 Information from mediation is protected by privilege (e.g. from defamation) 

CPA s 29 Courts can give effect by way of orders to mediation arrangements. 

CPA s 31 Mediators can disclose information obtained in connection with mediation 

under limited circumstances e.g. s 31(c) with reasonable grounds to believe 

disclosure is necessary to minimise danger…” 



Security for costs: (Orders as to discovery generally in part 5 UCPR can also issue security for costs under 5.6) 

➢ Defined: Courts can order the plaintiff to give security for the defendant’s costs of defending the P’s claim (UCPR r 42.21) and can order a stay of 

proceedings until security is given under s 67 CPA (stay is not dismissal, temporary stop pending condition precedent)  or in event of non-compliance; “Stay 

of proceedings’ – court may at any time by order stay any proceedings permanently before it, either permanently or until a specified day’. Application for 

security must be made promptly (Tripple Take v Clark Rubber). Supreme Court has inherent jurisdiction to order security for costs to prevent abuse of court 

process. Section 1335 Corporations Act provides for security for costs orders against corporations. Commenced through Defendant’s application with 

affidavit and rationale against plaintiff including costs estimates if defendant wins the lawsuit. Prevents abuse of process through frivolous lawsuit. If 

security is made, plaintiff will deposit money per estimate for security during proceedings. Under r 42.21(1)(b) security for costs for individuals is not be 

applied solely because of impecuniosity.  

a. Often applied against corporations rather than natural persons.  

➢ The burden is on the applicant to prove, not that the plaintiff objectively would not be able to meet any costs order made against it but rather, to prove that 

there is reason to believe it would be unable to do so; Fire Containment v Peter Robins; “'The discretion to order security for costs is unfettered (under 42.21, 

s 98 CPA inherent power of courts to issue security for costs orders) and should be exercised having regard to all circumstances of the case without any 

predisposition in favour of the award of security…achieve a balance between ensuring protection is provided to the defendant…avoiding injustice to the 

plaintiff…shutting it out in litigation” In Fire; three key considerations arise; (1) is r 42.21 met? (2) Should the security for costs order be made in light of the 

balancing task? (3) What is the quantum of the costs for security order? Full factors relevant to the above discretion, see French J in Carey Hazell v Getz 

Brothers; incl. promptness of application, strength of plaintiff’s case/good faith, would an order be oppressive in denying right to litigate? Whether there was 

support for the plaintiff to cover costs or have made an undertaking to assist with security etc. 

➢ Wollongong City Council v Legal Business Centre; UCPR r 42.21 (1A)(a-n)Issuing order, consider: prospects of success or merits of proceedings, 

genuineness of proceedings, the impecuniosity of the proceedings, whether the plaintiff’s impecuniosity is attributed to the defendant, whether order for costs 

is enforceable, timing of application, proportionality to importance and issue complexity, whether there are parties behind the P or D who can assist in 

covering costs, costs quantum, admission or payment into court, public importance, stultification factor (effect of an order for security would be to stifle the 

plaintiff’s claim). Held: Delay is a relevant factor but not a disentitling factor preventing order for security for costs being given.  

➢ Idoport v National Australia Bank Ltd; Consider stultification factor on corporations e.g. causing bankruptcy or insolvency (may still grant an order anyway 

if there is third party entities which in support of the corporation, might back the security/pierce the corporate veil).  Consider all litigants and their level of 

pecuniosity, promptness, strength of applicant’s case, oppressiveness of request.  

Lawyer’s ethical obligations to the process 

➢ Timely conduct of litigation is an ethical requirement in the advocacy rules of the professional conduct/practice rules 1995 Law Society of NSW/NSW Bar 

Council; At Art. 15-also model litigant, a practitioner must ensure A.15(a) “does work which the practitioner is retained to do, whether expressly or 

impliedly…in relation to steps to be taken by or on behalf of the client, in sufficient time to enable compliance with orders…” A.15A(a), confine the case to 

identified issues genuinely in dispute (b) have the case ready to be heard as soon as practicable, (d) limit evidence € occupy as short a time as possible in 

court as is reasonably necessary to advance and protect client’s interests. A.15B deals with prompt notice of intention to adjourn and requirement of consent. 

Legal Prof. Uniform Law Conduct Rules (2015) R. 7.2 “Solicitor must inform client about alternatives to fully contested adjudication of case unless the 

solicitor believes on reasonable grounds that the client already has such an understanding of those alternatives” (pre-trial advice including limitation periods, 

ADR, duties to the court etc. [State and its agencies are bound by NSW Model Litigant Policy for civil – goes beyond merely acting honesty and in accord 

with law to a higher standard “deal with claims promptly…not cause unnecessary delay” (3.2)(a)) Act consistently, keep costs of litigation to a minimum.  

➢ NSW Model Litigant Policy s 3.2(g) state should not rely on technical defences (one lacking all substantive merit…at odds with clear reality: Liao v NSW).  

➢ Paramount duty to the courts and administration of justice. Fiduciary duties to client but need not follow all instructions.  

PRE-LITIGATION AND COMMENCING PROCEEDINGS 

CROSS VESTING AND JURISDICTION 

➢ Consider: What COA, ADR? Quantum to establish the jurisdiction/medicals/evidence collation etc.  

o Jurisdiction (Determined by the following, inter alia; subject matter, value of claim, where the complained act occurred, which law governs the 

claim e.g. tribunals vs courts etc.) Important as jurisdictional errors for claims will result in courts making orders to dismiss proceedings due to 

incorrect jurisdiction which may affect limitation periods. A legislative remedy must be sought through the relevant tribunal or court specified 

(Tenancy Tribunal in Home Building Act 1989 (NSW) WCC) LC: Claims to $10,000, general claims to 100K excepting personal injury. DC to 

750K. SC unlimited with equitable relief. 

➢ Cross vesting is the process in which a case filed in one court can be moved to another court jurisdiction under the Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross Vesting) Act 

1987 (NSW) with cth equivalent – designed to prevent parties having to litigate in multiple overlapping jurisdictions. (tactical adv: Amber Harris, 7 News) 

➢ Re Wakim v McNally; Federal courts hear federal claims only. State courts hear state claims and can be conferred with the power of federal jurisdiction 

under cross vesting NSW act at s 5 which allows transfer across domestic courts. Federal jurisdiction can be conferred upon state courts under s 4 of CV Act 

➢ BHP Biliton v Schultz; BHP wanted s 5 of the Act enlivened to transfer from NSW forum to SA Supreme Court. If a court is found to be the most 

appropriate forum pursuant to s 5 of the Act, then in the interests of justice, jurisdiction must be transferred. The test is not whether the first court was clearly 

“Inappropriate” but considerations made of cost, expense, convenience and case management pre 2005 principles of just, quick and cheap. 

➢ While plaintiff’s choice of forum is not lightly to be overridden, access is not to be lightly refused/notion of forum non conveniens. Jurisdiction as a matter of 

importance shown where deference to a plaintiff’s choice of forum is not automatic with location, residence, local knowledge, procedures available, hearing 

dates, governance of relevant transactions and whether there is a specialist court, all available.  

o Forum non conveniens as a doctrine provides that a plaintiff’s choice of forum (choice of court in which suit is filed) should not be overridden by 

a court unless the chosen forum is “clearly inappropriate.” Under the CV Act, transfer is required if the original court finds that the transferee 

court would be a “more appropriate” forum in which to decide the matter. Where there is an application for transfer pursuant to the CV Act, both 

courts could have jurisdiction and neither court might be considered a “clearly inappropriate” forum. But in that situation, the court deciding 

whether to transfer would never even have to consider the question of whether there is a clearly inappropriate forum, since the question the CV 

Act requires to be answered is only whether one court or another is “more appropriate.”  

LIMITATION PERIODS 

➢ LP are an area of substantive law which establishes time in which claim can be brought, else forfeited. In NSW if more than 1 COA, the applicable LP is the 

earliest; Limitations Act 1969 (NSW) s 13. LP avoid prejudice from delay (preventing loss or erosion of evidence), avoid arbitrary, indefinite oppression of 

defendants with claims, allocates resources to give certainty, meets public interest for quick resolution e.g. s 56. Brisbane South Regional Health v Taylor; 

McHugh J held that LP should not be seen as arbitrary (permuted by CL as a more flexible constraint than the statute of limitations suggests; Baker-

Morrison)  Justice comes first for all litigants, not just the parties in a matter. Procedure/adjectival law affects the system.  

➢ Limitation Act 1969 (NSW) provides specific COA limitation periods which position defendants out of time : s 14 for personal injury, defamation etc. 

Certain LP may be postponed e.g. LP 1969 Act ss 52-56 in event of fraud (courts determine new period). Under s 56A, LP can be extended e.g. defamation 

o S 50C Limitation period for personal injury actions (3 year post-discoverability with D taken from discovered, also 12 year long stop period) 


